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In the weak interaction schemes under discussion it is assumed that the strangeness-con
serving current of strongly interacting particles is an isotopic vector. It is shown that this 
hypothesis leads to a number of relations between cross sections for the production of 
mesons without change in strangeness in high energy neutrino and antineutrino collisions with 
nucleons. It is assumed that neutral symmetric currents exist. 

IN high-energy neutrino or antineutrino collisions 
with nucleons, in addition to elastic processes of 
the type 

v (\') + N ~ z- W) + N or v (v)+N ~v (v) + N 

(if neutral symmetric currents exist), certain in
elastic processes are possible in which pions and 
kaons are produced. The cross sections for these 
processes have been estimated in a number of 
papers [1- 4] and found to be comparable to the 
cross sections for the elastic processes. 

The simplest inelastic processes are the pro
duction of a pion in the collision of a neutrino or 
antineutrino with a nucleon. The amplitudes for 
these latter processes were obtained [5- 7] with the 
help of dispersion relations. A comparison ?f the 
results with experiment may provide a test of the 
universal weak interaction hypothesis. [8- 9] The ap
plication of the method of extrapolation of the ex
perimental data to these processes will also make 
possible the determination of the neutrino form 
factors of mesons and test proposed hypotheses. 
[4,10] 

However a study of the structure of weak inter
actions on the basis of the results of the above 
mentioned papers [4- 7 •10] requires the measurement 
of not only cross sections but also of correlation 
effects. The simplest task is to study the isotopic 
structure of the weak interactions on the basis of 
cross section data, as was pointed out by Lee and 
Yang[tt] and Shekhter. [12] 

The weak interaction schemes considered now
a-days [8•11 •13] possess the following symmetry 
property: the full strangeness conserving current 
of the strongly interacting particles transforms 
like an isotopic vector. In the work of Lee and 
Yang this property is referred to as the .6..1 = 1 

rule for weak interactions without change in 
strangeness.1) This rule leads to a number of re
lations between the. cross sections of different in
elastic processes. Certain of these relations were 
obtained by Lee and Yang [tt] and Shekhter .C12J In 
this work we obtain several other relations. 

Corresponding to the type of weak interaction 
schemes being considered we assume that the part 
of the Lagrangian responsible for the lepton-baryon 
interaction without change in strangeness has the 
form 

L _ G { 1 - <+> + t- I <o>) - VZ -,rzltr~'-(1 +rs)v;/~'- 3. c.+ "'"tY~'-( +rs)v;/~'- (, 

(1) 
where li = e, 11; Vi= ve. v11 ; G is the universal 
weak interactions coupling constant; ~ is a con-
stant; I~a) is an isotopic vector. The possibility 
of existence of neutral symmetric currents, en
tering into the second term of the Lagrangian (1), 
has been discussed in a number of papers (see, 
for example,[14J and the literature quoted therein2)). 

The constant ~ in the Lagrangian (1) may be de
termined from the data on elastic neutrino or anti
neutrino scattering on nucleons. In the Bludman[13J 
two-neutrino scheme ~ = %. and if ve and v11 are 
identical then in that scheme ~ = 1. 

In neutrino or antineutrino collisions with nu
cleons the following processes may occur: 

l)This nomenclature is not to be understood as meaning 
that the total isotopic spin of the state changes by unity, but 
rather that the isotopic spin of the final state is equal to the 
sum of the isotopic spin of the initial state and unity, the sum 
to be performed according to the rules for the addition of an
gular momenta. 

2Yrhe question of neutral currents has also been investi
gated by KingJ15] We have become familiar with this work 
only after the publication of our workJ'•] 
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a) vi+ p--> r; + p + :n:+, 

b) vt+n-->li+n+:n:+, 
c) vt+n-->t;+p--i-:n:o, 

d) Vt+P-->Vt+P+:n:o, 

a') vt+n-->Li+n+:n:-; 

b') vt+P-->L7+p+:n:~; 

c') v; + p __, Ii + n + :n:o; 

d') Vt+ n--> V,+ n + :n:O; 
- -

e) v1 + p _, v1 + n + :n:+, e') Vt+n-->Vt+P+:rt-; 
- -

f) v1 +n-->v;+n+:n:0, f1) V; + p--> V; + p + :n:O; 
- -

g) v1 + n __, v1 + p + :n:-, g') Vt + p--> Vt + n + :rt+. 

The processes a)-c) and a')-c') are not subject 
to doubt since the existence of charged currents, 
responsible for these processes, has been demon
strated experimentally. The remaining processes 
d)-g) and d')-g') occur if neutral symmetric cur
rents exist. 

It follows from the Lagrangian (1) that the 
matrix elements for processes a)-g) and a')-g') 
have the form 

M - G - (I r ) T(n) 
n- 2 Ut1Y fl. T Y5 u.,1 fl. , n =a, b, c, 

_ G- (n) 
Mn- ;rVvtYp. (I+ r5) Vt,.TI' ' n =a', b', c', 

G -
Mn = y;T £ Uv1Y1, (I + Y5) UvJ~n>, n = d, e, f, g, 

M = _Q_ t- (I+ ) T(n) - d' 1 f 1 1 

n ·-v2 ,vVj r fl Yo Vvi fl. ' TL- ' e ' ' g ' (2) 

where T~n) are strong interaction matrix elements: 

T~a') = (n:n:-[1/:) In), 

T~b'> = (p:n:-[1~-> p), 

T~'> = (n:n:o [/~->I p)' 
T~d') = (n:n:o [/~o> In), 

T~e'> = (p:n:-1/~o> In), 
r<n=r<ct> 

fl. fl. ' 

T~g'> = T~e>. 

Charge symmetry requires that 

r<•> = r<•'> r<b> = r<b'> r<g> = r<g'> 
p. p. ' p. p. ' ••• ' p.. tJ. • 

( 3) 

( 4) 

However it does not yet follow from these rela
tions that the cross sections for processes (a)
(g) are equal to the cross sections for the corre
sponding processes (a')-(g'). 

Let us denote by k 11 and kM respectively the 
4-momenta of the incident and outgoing lepton, by 
w and w' the energies of these particles in the 
barycentric frame and by E the total energy in 
that frame. A calculation of cross sections for the 
processes considered gives 

da = 2._ E - (j) (2:n:)464 (~ P) II (f3p F (n) ~ r<n>r<n)* 
n ww' E .L.J (2n)3 p.v .L.J fl. v ' ( 5) 

where the symbol ~) denotes an average over 
the polarizations of the particles in the initial 
state and a sum over the )olarizations in the final 
state. The quantities F~nv are defined as follows: 

n = d, e, f, g, 

n = d', e', f 1 , g1 • (6) 

According to Eq. (4), the sums LT~n)T~n)* for 
each pair of processes a) and a'), b) and b'), 
etc., are equal to each other. However the cross 
sections for the processes in each pair are not 
equal because, according to Eq. ( 6), the last terms 
in F~nJ have different signs. Let us consider 
these processes at high energies when the lepton 
mass may be neglected. 
Let e denote the angle between the momenta of 
the leptons k and k'. It is clear that the indicated 
last terms in F~nJ vanish for e = 0. Thus for 
e = 0 one has the equalities 

6 = 0. (7) 

Let us consider now processes for which F~nJ 
is the same (accurate to within a numerical coef
ficient), namely processes a)-g). For these proc
esses there exist relations between differential 
cross sections at all angles. Consequently they are 
also valid for the total cross sections. Let us note 
first of all that the last of the relations (3) and the 
equalities (4) give 

r<ct> = r<f) 
fl. fl.' 

Therefore 

T (e) = T(g) 
fl fl.. 

Let us denote by Tt matrix elements of the 
type ( 3) with total isotopic spin J ( J = %, %) . 
After standard calculations we obtain 

r<e> = r'1• r<b> = 2 (T'1• + 2T'1') 
fl. fl.' fl. 3 fl. fl. • 

(7) 

(8) 

r<c) = r<e> = ....!... V2 (T'1• - r'1•) r<d) = 2 (2T'1• + r'1') 
fl. fl 3 fl fl. ' fl 3 fl fl. • 

(9) 

From these relations it follows first of a:ll that 

(1 0) 

Further, we have 

T~) = T~) + V2T~c). 
From here it follows that 

(11) 
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These "triangle inequalities" were obtained by 
Lee and Yang[tt] and by Shekhter. [12] 

Analogously one obtains from Eqs. (9) and (1 0) 
the following relation 

(12) 

For processes a')-g') there are analogous re
lations: 

<Yct• = af', ae' = <rg·· (8') 
a • .fac' = 2£2 , (1 0') 

Vaa•+Vab·?V2ac etc, (11') 
Ga•+ ab' = ac' (1 + 2crct.f<Ye•). (12') 

These results are also applicable to processes 
of type a)-g) and a')-g') with the replacements 
p- K+, n- K0, rr±,O- ~~ 0 or rr±,o +A. 

One may prove analogously that the cross sec
tions for the processes 

h) vt+n--" li+A+K+, 
k) Vt + n---" Vt +A+ K0 , 

I) Vj + p--'> Vt+A+ K+, 

satisfy the relations 

h') vt + p---+ li +A+ K 0 , 

k') vt + p---" vt +A+ K+, 
I') Vt + n---" Vt +A+ K0 

dah!dah' = daJdak' = da1/daj. = 1, 6=0, (13) 
ak=a~. crk·=GJ', 
a1Jah = ak.Jah' = £2 • 

(14) 
(15) 

In this fashion the proposed isotopic structure 
of the strangeness conserving current of strongly 
interacting particles leads to a number of relations 
between the cross sections for the processes a)
g), a')-g'), h)-Z) and h')-Z'). If one considers 
only total cross sections for processes involving 
charged currents then the results obtained by Lee 
and Yang [ttJ and Shekhter [12] exhaust all the possi
ble relations. However if one considers in addi
tion differential cross sections then one has the 
additional relations. (7) and (13). If the processes 
due to the neutral currents exist one has additional 
relations between cross sections for these proc
esses and cross sections for processes due to 
charged currents. 

At the present time high energy neutrino and 
antineutrino experiments are being performed. 
The experimental data may allow a test of the 
above relations and, consequently, a test of the 
proposed isotopic structure of the weak interac
tions. 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to S. S. 
Gershte1n, M. A. Markov, B. M. Pontecorvo and 
Ya. A. Smorodinskil for interest in the work and 
discussions. 
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